A Survey: User Interaction System to Provide Location Based Services using iBeacon Technology
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ABSTRACT: iBeacon is technology which can be used for scanning the Bluetooth devices for sending push notifications to the portable devices which are in nearby Bluetooth range. It can be used in Android based smart devices which can interact using the android application installed in it. Raspberry Pi can be used for broadcasting i.e., it can work as intermediary in between the server and the Wi-Fi. The system can do number of functions likewise nearby field-positioning, route guiding, rating, feedback & interaction with surrounding physical environment. As there is use of concept of iBeacon technology only and not the iBeacon device, which results in low cost.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years apple introduced the new technology which is called ibeacon technology which is basically worked on Bluetooth Low Energy(BLE) or bluetooth 4.0. Ios used the ibeacon technology for sending push notifications to portable devices. This system we develop for mall. Previously ibeacon is worked on Bluetooth Low Energy(BLE) which is not much secured and it is multicasting system. The ibeacon technology we use in our project is based on Wi-Fi. Through the ibeacon technology we can send push notifications to the devices which are portable in nearby location. This system can work on android device which can interface with android application installed in it. Raspberry Pi can be used for intermediary between the server and Wi-Fi for broadcasting the messages. The system can do number of functions likewise push notification, nearby field-positioning, route guiding, rating, feedback & interaction with surrounding physical environment.

II. RELATED WORK

In [1] author used iBeacon is an In-door positioning system works on Bluetooth Low Energy(BLE) technology system pushed notifications automatically to the user when smart devices with iBeacon apps come to certain areas. It provides related information about customers location through the push notifications.[4] This technology used in museum scenario. For learning musical history on museum hall used this technology. Through the iBeacon in museum hall visitors can interact and their potential history learners. iBeacon is used to find the visitors interest or potential interest according to visitors behaviors. And to find the better way to learn more history knowledge behind collections and their interest about local history.
III. LITERATURE REVIEW

In 2013, Apple introduced new technology named iBeacon. Apple used the iBeacon for receiving the push notifications from nearby areas. Basically they designed system only for the Apple smart devices based on IOS7. They used this technology because it works with Bluetooth low energy (BLE). It is also known to be as Bluetooth 4.0 or intelligent Bluetooth.

Based on the research it is seen that, more than 70% users spend their time indoors. For the purpose of easy and efficient smart work iBeacon is the good example. It is working with system for around 20ms from itself. It became easy for the indoor positioning of user with device due to the use of iBeacon.

The proposed is made in 2015 for route guidance. As system can got push notifications from the iBeacon devices, user need to response to particular notifications. For guiding the route towards the notifications got, system used the iBeacon device. Hence system is considered to be used for the route guidance.

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM

1. Software Requirements :
   The basic software requirements for the initialization are as follows:
   (a) Windows / Linux OS
   (b) Java and Python
   (c) HTML5 and CSS3

2. Input Process :
   (a) Acquiring the data from the all shopkeeper’s which wants to set as today’s offers for uploading it to server.
   (b) Today’s uploaded offers are valid only for current day, next day offers needs to upload to server again. Daily updation is required.
   (c) For the route guidance user have to enter the location or choose the location at which shop he wants go.

3. Processing :
   (a) After the uploading all offers to server, server broadcasting the today’s all offers through the Wi-Fi network for Android user.
   (b) From all offers, which offer are available for today user will select any offers based upon the discount or brand or rating from it.
   (c) The selected offers shop is where in the mall is not known to user means exact location of that shop is provided with the help of Route Guidance to user.
   (d) After purchasing the product user have to give the rating to that product, and depending upon the rating of user to that product client can give same offer again for next day

4. Output Process :
   (a) Analysis of the user rating for product is very important but not compulsory for next days offer.
   (b) With the route guidance, this will provide the exact location for the user.

5. Testing :
   (a) The whole system is tested using the various software testing tools and techniques.
   (b) Each and every module testing is done to create the reliable and real time system with user friendliness.

V. OPERATION OF THE SYSTEM

Proposed system work in three phases. Three phases/modules are as follows :
1. Client-Server
2. Admin
3. User
1. Client-Server :-
   Raspberry-PI plays the important role for client-server communication in the system. It will communicate with the dedicated server. Main reason behind using the Raspberry-PI is that it as Wi-Fi network.

2. Admin :-
   Admin is the admin panel in the form of webpage for monitoring the users. Notifications are pushed to android application and it maintain the users data or offer which are selected by user. Admin only can have the priority to make changes in the data uploaded to the server as per need.

3. User :-
   User can communicate with server by using the Android application in the form of request and response. User can give the rating to the product which are buy by him.

Fig1. System Architecture
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

When a user enters the mall, they receive notifications in the form of offers on their Android system. After selecting an offer, the server provides route guidance to the offer's location within the mall. This route guidance is crucial for accurately locating users.

The route guidance is provided to users through Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). For this, shop owners need to upload or update offers daily on the server with administrative permissions. After a user's purchase, feedback is collected, allowing shop owners to analyze and continue offers.

The previous iBeacon technology used iBeacon devices, which we have improved upon in this system. Our new system reduces the cost associated with iBeacon devices.

VII. CONCLUSION

Hence, we conclude that the User Interaction System using Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) using the iBeacon technology for tracking the Bluetooth devices. Users can receive notifications on their Android devices with route guidance.
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